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Lexidy Title Loans, located in San Diego, specializes in auto title lending and offers competitive

lending programs to car owners in need of fast cash.  By providing expert advice for a typically

confusing and overwhelming money lending transaction, Lexidy customers are able to fix short-

term cash issues.

Car title loans are sometimes called a “pink slip loan” or “auto pawn loan”.  By physically handing

over the title (pink slip) to their car, the owner is loaned cash, but they are still able to drive their

car while paying back the money. An auto pawn loan is different in the fact that the vehicle is

actually left with the lender, so the borrower cannot drive the vehicle until the loan is paid back.

While many lending companies in the industry will evaluate a person’s credit report, job history,

and financial history, Lexidy is different because they strictly focus on the value of the car.

Lexidy does not run any personal credit reports or verify employment.  This “no hassle” approach

makes life easier for customers and is why Lexidy is recognized as a top company in the

industry.

Lexidy Title Loans was created due to the lack of a competitive and fair local auto title lending

company in San Diego.  They understand the hardships that their clients have to deal with and

have made the lending process easy and comfortable.  The service provided is viewed as very

convenient since a Lexidy representative will come in-person to their clients to complete the

transaction.  This allows for flexibility with scheduling and helps busy people to efficiently

complete an important financial transaction without needlessly driving across town where their

needs may or may not be met.

More information about Lexidy Title Loans can be found by visiting their website at

www.lexidytitleloans.com.
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